
 

Create your own game 

You can do this with Bitsy through your web 
browser and it’s free.  

On the home screen, click on the ‘cat’ image to start making.  

What is Bitsy? 

It’s a free fun game making tool, with a retro look and feel. Bitsy 
games are based around storytelling - wander around the game 
area discovering parts of the story and collecting items. Most of the 
story is triggered by either bumping into game characters (sprites) 
or collecting things (items). 

  

To make a Bitsy game: 

·      Go to: https://make.bitsy.org/ 
·      Draw the game objects. There are 3 different types of objects: 
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o   Tiles - a piece of scenery 
o   Sprites – characters you can talk to 
o   Items - objects you can collect 

·      Write some dialog or a bit of the story for the sprites and 
items that will be displayed when the player bumps into 
them. 

·      Add tiles, sprites and items to rooms. Each room is made 
from 16 x 16 tiles, sprites or items. You can have hundreds of 
individual rooms all interconnected if you want to. 

How to come up with ideas for a Bitsy game? 

Think about the following: 
·      What story do you want to tell in your game? 
·      Where is it set? Is it a real place? Or is it fictional? 
·      If it’s real, are there stories about that place you could use as a  
 background to the game? 
·      Who is the player character? What do they need to achieve in  
 this game? 
·      Who are the other characters in the game? What part of the   
 story do they each tell the player? 
·      How do the items the player can collect play a part in this   
 game?  



Need some inspiration?  

Take a look at how ideas for the Bitsy game Mother Grundy’s 
Protection were developed (go to www.thisgirl.codes). 

Need some help?  

Here are some useful Bitsy sites 
·      Tutorials on the Bitsy wiki site. 
·      A tutorial by shimmerwitch. 
·      A cheat sheet for adding variables – variables are used to keep 
 scores and can also trigger different dialogs in a game found  
 here. 
·      The very helpful Bitsy community forum. 
·      Links to useful free tools that work with Bitsy (including convert  
 image files into Bitsy rooms; add audio; combine multiple Bitsy 
 games into one; make 3D Bitsy games). 

It is also useful to sketch out your ideas, characters and dialog 
before you start. There is a helpful template below to get you 
started. Thank you to Ash Green for the template. 
Happy Game Making! 
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